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BASMATI Glossary

Acronym

Definition

Mobile cloud
services

Online services offered by cloud resources to support mobile apps. The
backend of the mobile apps.

CP

Cloud Provider. The actor that provides the cloud infrastructure/resources,
such as VMs

CSP

Cloud Service Provider. The actor that provides cloud services on top of a
rent infrastructure from a CP

Cloudlet

Limited capacity infrastructures with virtualization capabilities, often used to
support a limited amount of users or perform a limited set of operations on
behalf of the central cloud infrastructure that hosts the complete application

BUDaMaF

BASMATI Unified Data Management Framework

KE

Knowledge Extractor

DM

Decision Maker

RB

Resource Broker

MVD

Mobile Virtual Desktop

DASFEST

An 3-day long music festival taking place in Karlsruhe, Germany every July

ACE

Amenesik Cloud Engine. The cloud service deployment tool through which
actual federation is achieved

BEAM

BASMATI Enhanced Application Model. An extension of the TOSCA
specification

ASP

Application Service Provider. A Federation user that rents resource services
in order to provide an Application services to End-users

Brokering

The matchmaking support provided by BASMATI platform to decide about
the best cloud resources to exploit for the execution of the back-end of
BASMATI applications. This activity regards the placement of the services or
data on computational resources and storages belonging to the cloud
datacentre and the cloudlets within the federation.

End user

A user who benefits the various application and infrastructure services
provided by the Cloud. Within BASMATI, the most typical example is
exploiting the Cloud federation via a mobile device (possibly a laptop) using
specialized apps or a web browser.
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Offloading

The ability of BASMATI platform supporting the runtime placement of the
components composing the front-end of BASMATI applications on edge
resources available nearby the end user. This activity takes place both when
edge and mobiles exchange one each other their own workload or when
such devices transfer some workload to the clouds or cloudlets. In BASMATI
we often distinguish Front-end offloading, related to the mobile part of
application, from Back-end offloading, concerning the server side of
applications. The latter roughly translates to the known concept of
Cloudbursting.

QoE

Quality of experience. It is a measure of a customer's experiences with a
service. It may be related to some aspects of the QoS and QoP, but can also
take into account other metrics.

Service
handover

Service handover refers to the activity of transferring an active service
between two computational resources (e.g. Cloudlets) with minimal or no
disruption on the availability of the service. Ideally, service handover is
transparent with respect to the user.
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Executive Summary
This deliverable presents the BASMATI strategies for achieving situational awareness (SA) and
the methodologies of cloud-across monitoring, that is a fundamental prerequisite for the
collection of data exploited to build SA. The document presents the architecture for situational
awareness and the mechanisms for forecasting resource demand revolving around the
Knowledge Extractor provided the Prediction Producer modules. The deliverable also reports
about the monitoring architecture aimed at resources tracking and the behavior of services
running in various cloud service provider environments. It is also described the approaches used
for the monitoring the VMs and the applications deployed inside including the way to install and
configure the monitoring agents and manage the monitoring collector and database within the
VM. The report also presents the monitoring items, that can be observed on running
applications.
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1 Introduction
This report presents the system architecture and the prediction methodologies exploited by the
BASMATI ecosystem for achieving the situational knowledge acquisition and service monitoring
across different clouds. Situational Knowledge acquisition is the ability of the BASMATI platform
to recognise the “situation” characterising the actual combined status of users, applications and
resources, aimed at achieving an effective and efficient management of applications and
resources. The report also focuses on the approaches for achieving service monitoring across
different clouds by means of the BASMATI.

1.1 Purpose
D3.3 Situational Knowledge Acquisition and Inter-Cloud Service Monitoring describes the
activities related to the collection of user status information, application information, and cloud
server information. It also describes how such predictive data is exploited to achieve the
expected purposes.
In fact, the BASMATI way to achieve context-awareness strongly relies on the analysis of service
availability, user location, security level, cloud features, price, and many other information
sources. Through a novel, efficient, ad-hoc dynamic interaction process, between BASMATI
platform and cloud services, developed within the project, BASMATI can predict the impact on
performance and resource consumption for different real-world conditions.
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1.2 Relationship to other Deliverables

Figure 1 Relationship of other Deliverables

D3.3 Situational Knowledge Acquisition and Inter-Cloud Service Monitoring builds upon the
achievements on user & application data described in D2.3 Global Architecture Design as well as
in D5.3 Hybrid Infrastructure Management sends the Monitoring Data to D3.3.
In particular, Application Repository stores a summary of the information about applications
collected by the Knowledge Extractor. For more information on data, see section 3 User Data.
Cloud Service Provider collect real time data about the actual status of clouds. Collected data is
then provided to the Knowledge Extractor. For more information on Monitoring, see section 2.
BASMATI Service Monitoring Framework (described in D3.4) is a service-monitoring framework
for the service deployed, accordingly with the architecture described in D2.3.

1.3 Outline of Deliverable
This deliverable is organized on five sections: Section 2 focuses on the acquisition of Situation
Knowledge, i.e., defines how to recognize the actual situation and to extract knowledge from
the collected information. Section 3 discusses the Inter-Cloud Service Monitoring; to this end it
provides the definitions of internal structure and monitoring data. Finally, Section 4 defines
what the requirements for D3.4 are and provides guidance on how the results of this output can
be utilized. Section 5 draws the conclusions.
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2 Situational Knowledge Acquisition
2.1 Situational Knowledge Acquisition functionality
The Situational Knowledge Acquisition (SKA) constitutes the core of the Deployment Resolver,
which is one of the two main subcomponent of the Knowledge Extractor (KE) component. The
other KE subcomponent is the Prediction Producer that provides to the Decision Maker (DM)
predictions concerning the application resource demands and the number of users gathered
close to a set of Point of Interest (PoI). These prediction outcomes constitute a useful source of
information that the DM process in combination with other parameters in order to produce
candidate deployment plans. The candidate deployment plans are going to be passed from the
DM to the KE to be evaluated by the Deployment Resolver.
The deployment of an application to the cloud should satisfy the Service Level Agreements
(SLAs) between the Cloud broker and the application owner. The policy selection of the Virtual
Machines (VMs) that host the applications is a complicate and multivariate process. It is
proposed a deployment evaluation model based on the knowledge been extracted by previous
deployment plans and resource predictions.
The evaluation of the deployment plan takes place comparing the proposed deployment plan
with the previous deployments plans, Figure 2. The k-nearest neighbours (k-nn) algorithm
estimates the k most similar among the previous deployment plans. The degree that the
previous k-most similar deployments violated the SLA constitutes a foresee for the validity of
the candidate deployment plan.

Figure 2 Deployment evaluation process

The deployment plans follow a vector representation with features such as the number of the
VMs, the application resource needs (CPU load, memory, throughput, time response) and the
previous deployment SLA violation.
BASMATI Deliverable D3.3
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The deployment of a new application arises the cold start problem. The cold start problem
concerns the issue that the deployment resolver has not efficient data to draw inferences
because there is not yet gathered sufficient records of previous deployment plans. In this case,
the outcomes of the application prediction resources will be used instead of previous
deployment plans.
The k-nn uses a metric such as the Euclidean, Manhattan, or Minkowski distance so as to gauge
the k most-close deployment plans. The evaluation acceptance of a candidate deployment plan
is an inverse distance weighting value of the k closest deployment plans. The k is a small integer
number defined by the configuration files.
k-nearest neighbors algorithm
The k-nn algorithm [1] is a method for classification and regression predictions. For the needs of
deployment resolver, it will be used as a regression technique in which the output value of a
candidate deployment plan function of the SLA violation values of its k nearest neighbors. The knn algorithm is based on a vector representation of the previous and the candidate deployment
plan in an n dimensional space. The n dimensions corresponds to the n features of interest that
concern the deployment plans. The metrics to estimate the k closest deployment plans are
described below. In the distance equations, we use the following symbols:
x: The candidate deployment plan
y: One of the knowledge base deployment plans
: The i feature of the candidate deployment plan
: The i feature of the knowledge base deployment plan
n: The number of the features of the deployment plans
q: The rank of the square root of Minkowski distance
The Euclidean distance is the most common and intuitive metric to gauge the distance between
two instances of k dimensions [2] in a straight-line approach. This metric will be used by default
as it expresses very good results. The k-nn implemented function also provides Manhattan
distance and the Minkowski distance. The Manhattan distance may outcome better results for
high dimensional data[3]. The Minkowski distance is preferable than other two metrics in case,
the features are measured on ratio scales with an absolute zero value [4]
Euclidean distance
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√∑

Manhattan distance
∑|

|

√∑ |

|

Minkowski distance

The evaluation of the deployment plan is based on the violations of the SLAs of the k-closest
deployment plans based on the Inverse Distance weighting where:
: The violation of the SLA of the i-closest deployment plan
: The distance of the i-closest deployment plan from the candidate deployment plan
Inverse Distance Weighting
∑
∑
The KE component lays in the Federation layer as it is illustrated with the red box in the Figure 3
Basmati Architecture. The KE intercommunicates with the DM and the Application monitoring
components and it is part of the Application Back-end Management.
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Figure 3 Basmati Architecture

2.2 Component architecture
The KE contains two main subcomponents and three auxiliary subcomponents as it is depicted
in Figure 3. The two main subcomponents are the Prediction Producer and the Deployment
Resolver. The three auxiliary subcomponents are the Knowledge Extractor Controller, the
Unified Representation and the Knowledge Base.
Prediction Producer: Estimates the resource demands of an application and the number of
users gathered close to the PoIs for the next time period. Both of these functionalities take place
in a meta-model way that involve a set of prediction techniques.
Deployment Resolver: The Deployment Resolver is the implementation of the Situational
Knowledge Acquisition model that described in the Situational Knowledge Acquisition
functionality subsection.
Knowledge Extractor Controller: The KE controller is responsible to orchestrate the
subcomponents and the corresponding functionalities of KE.
BASMATI Deliverable D3.3
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Unified Representation: The Unified Representation is responsible for the data fusion, feature
engineering and normalization of the provided observations.
Knowledge Base: The training datasets and the derived knowledge of the KE is stored in a
persistent fashion. The stored data structures constitute the source of information that will be
used by the main subcomponents in order to build the most accurate prediction models.
The above subcomponents except the Deployment Resolver have been extensively described in
the deliverable D3.1 Analysis and Modelling of Users and Applications: Design and Specification.

Figure 4 Inner Architecture of Knowledge Extractor

The Sequence diagram of the KE is depicted in the Figure 5 KE Sequence Diagram. The process of
Data unified Representation, Prediction Producer and the retrieval from the Knowledge Base
take place before the activation of the Deployment Resolver in order to provide useful
predictions to the DM. The Deployment Resolver is the last stage of the deployment process of
an application, while the KE controller is active constantly in order to orchestrate all the
subcomponents and the intercommunication with the DM and the Application Monitoring.
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Figure 5 KE Sequence Diagram

2.3 Component interfaces
The KE component is implemented using the Java programming language. RESTful web services
are used to access and manipulate web resources with a uniform set of stateless operations.
Specifically, the requests and the responses to resource’s URI will use JSON files that are
predefined between the developers of Basmati components. The exactly structure of the JSON
files, the Machine Learning libraries that we used, the installation of KE and many technical
details will be described in the next version of the deliverables D3.2 Analysis and Modelling of
Users and Applications: Software Prototype and D3.4 BASMATI Service Monitoring Framework
that are classified as Demonstrator type.
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Table 1 Knowledge Extractor Interface
Name

Resource

Type

Connectio
n from

Description

Knowledge Base
Update

http://147.102.19.130:8080/kn
owledge_extractor/rest/update
_knowledge_base

POST
Consumes(TEXT_
PLAIN)

Application
Monitoring

Interface between KE and AM that
provides to the KE the training
datasets that will be stored in the
knowledge base.

Provide Users
Positions &
infrastructure info

http://147.102.19.130:8080/kn
owledge_extractor/rest/provid
e_users_info

POST
Consumes(JSON)

Application
Monitoring

Interface between KE and AM that
provides to the KE the upcoming
context users data.

Provide Application
Resources info

http://147.102.19.130:8080/kn
owledge_extractor/rest/provid
e_apps_info

POST
Consumes(JSON)

Application
Monitoring

Interface between KE and AM that
provides to the KE the upcoming
deployed applications meta-data.

User Mobility
Prediction

http://147.102.19.130:8080/kn
owledge_extractor/rest/users_
prediction

GET
Produces(JSON)

Decision
Maker

A request from DM to KE to predict
the mobility of the users.

Application
Resources Prediction

http://147.102.19.130:8080/kn
owledge_extractor/rest/apps_
prediction

GET
Produces(JSON)

Decision
Maker

A request from DM to KE to predict
the resource needs of the
applications.

Evaluation
Deployment
Document

http://147.102.19.130:8080/kn
owledge_extractor/rest/verify_
deployment_plan

POST
Consumes(JSON)

Decision
Maker

Interface between KE and DM to
evaluate a deployment plan.

The IP address 147.102.19.130 and port 8080 are the address of the workstation in which the KE
is deployed for testing and developing purpose. This address will be replaced by the address
provided by the cloud that hosts the KE.

3 Inter-Cloud Service Monitoring
A fundamental support for achieving situational awareness is the support for Inter-Cloud Service
Monitoring provides monitoring information to Application Service Provider(ASP) and BASMATI
Platform Manager. This section will report about this functionality. In particular, Section 3.1
describes the VM performance metrics. Section 3.2 describes the strategies for collecting the
monitoring items defined in section 3.1. Section 3.3 provides a method of how to display the
monitored data.
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3.1 Definition of Monitoring Item
Every monitoring item is associated to the VM performance metrics where the application
service is running as well as of the service process state, as defined by the Application Service
Provider (ASP) [5,6].
The Monitoring data collection is a set of data that is (by default) provided by the Cloud Service
Provider (CSP). Such data is about the usage of VM in cloud. VM performance metrics collect
information such as CPU, memory, and disk usage of a given VM Instance. The main items are
listed in Table 2, along with the unit of measurement and the actual description.
Table 2 Definition of Monitoring Item List

Name

Unit

Description

bytes_in

byte/sec

Number of bytes read from all non-loopback interfaces

bytes_out

byte/sec

Number of bytes written to all non-loopback interfaces

bytes_read

byte/sec

Number of reads between buffers and block devices

bytes_written

byte/sec

cpu_idle

Percentage (%)

cpu_intr

Percentage (%)

Number of writes between buffers and block devices
Percentage of time that the CPU or CPUs were idle and
the system did not have an outstanding disk I/O request
Percentage of IRQ (Interrupt ReQuest)

cpu_system

Percentage (%)

Percentage of CPU cycles spent in non-user mode

cpu_user

Percentage (%)

Percentage of CPU cycles spent in user mode

cpu_utilization

Percentage (%)

Percentage of CPU utilization

disk_free

Percentage (%)

Total free space on the fullest local disk partition

disk_total

Percentage (%)

Total capacity on the fullest local disk partition

disk_utilization

Percentage (%)

Percentage of disk utilization

host_name

Host Name

The name of the host machine

load_fifteen

Load Avg. (15 min.)

Reported system load, averaged over fifteen minutes

load_five

Load Avg. (5 min.)

Reported system load, averaged over five minutes

load_one

Load Avg. (1 min.)

Reported system load, averaged over one minute

mem_buffers

byte/sec

Amount of memory allocated to system buffers

mem_cached

byte/sec

Amount of memory allocated to cached data

mem_free

byte/sec

Amount of available memory

mem_shared

byte/sec

Amount of memory occupied by processes

mem_total

byte/sec

Total amount of physical memory

mem_used

byte/sec

Total memory usage

mem_utilization

Percentage (%)

Percentage of memory utilization
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os_name

OS name

The name of the operating system

proc_run

Run/Total

Total number of running processes

proc_total

Run/Total

Total number of processes

swap_free

Percentage (%)

Amount of free swap space

swap_total

Percentage (%)

Amount of total swap space

The services provided by ASP are various and the BASMATI platform is not expected to take into
account all this information in detail. Therefore, it is very difficult to check detailed information
of the service provided by ASP in this monitoring system as it poses serious issues, ranging from
scalability to the overhead introduced. While it is not possible to monitor specific items of
service provided by an ASP, Status information such as programs or processes for running the
services provided by the ASP can be checked. The service monitoring process actually collects
the operating status information related to the service process directly from the VM, in which
the mobile service of the ASP is operated. Eventually, it provides the collected information to
the ASP.

3.2 Monitoring Data Collection Strategy
Application Service Provider (ASP) can distribute and manage the mobile application server to
the Cloud Service Provider (CSP) in order to provide mobile service to the users. Mobile
application server can be deployed in a single region or distributed across multiple regions or
datacenters. From a CSP or ASP perspective, it does not matter in which region or datacenter
the application server is located. It is more important that the collection period is the same as
the type of monitoring data collected from the deployed mobile application servers.
When the application server is deployed to the cloud environment provided by the CSP, a
monitoring agent aimed at collecting and delivering service monitoring items is distributed
alongside. ASP defines the items required for service monitoring and delivers information such
as service name, monitoring collection period, name, and type to deployment component. This
information is also sent to the monitoring agent to determine what items to collect.
The architecture of BASMATI Federation Monitoring Systems is shown in Figure 2. Cloud service
providers that provide virtual machines are connected to the ACE, a cloud management
platform that interacts directly with the CSPs. There is a Monitoring Metadata DB that
periodically synchronizes and stores metadata information such as CSP information of the cloud
management platform. Monitoring Agent collects monitoring information in each CSP 's virtual
machine and sends it to Monitoring Collector. The collected monitoring data is stored in
Monitoring DB, which is a time series database. The Real-Time Analysis Module provides realtime monitoring information and is presented to users through the Monitoring DashBoard. In
addition, the Monitoring Metadata API Module is provided to make the monitoring service
available externally. The Application Repository is used to link with application information
BASMATI Deliverable D3.3
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running in the virtual machine. When an alarm for a VM is registered, the Real-Time Analysis
Module periodically checks and sends an alert message.

Figure 6 BASMATI Federation Monitoring Architecture

Service Monitoring Items can be subdivided into several items according to the service type or
use case, but there are two methods of collecting them.
The first method sends the measured data from the monitoring agent installed on each VM
instance directly to the monitoring data collector. This method is suitable for forms in which the
monitoring data is collected separately without being dependent on a specific service.
The second method is to collect the measured data from the monitoring agent installed on the
VM instance in an intermediate step and then send it to the monitoring data collector. This
method is suitable when each VM instance cannot communicate externally or collect data
dependent on a specific service.
The difference between the two methods is whether the monitoring data is delivered directly by
each VM instance or after a collecting step.
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If the VM instance can communicate directly to the CSP external network, or if the monitoring
collector outside the CSP can communicate with the VM instance, every VM instance transfers
data directly to the monitoring collector. This is equivalent to using OpenStack's floating ip
method or AWS's EC2 Instance's Elastic IP.
Unlike the aforementioned situation, if the VM instance cannot communicate directly to the CSP
external network, a monitoring agent VM for monitoring collection is deployed and the
monitoring agent VM can communicate with the outside of CSP using floating ip or Elastic IP.
Monitoring data of VM distributed in CSP is collected from monitoring agent VM and transferred
to monitoring collector. The monitoring agent VM only acts as a relay for transferring data, and
does not have a separate database. It does not provide monitoring in the CSP layer.

Figure 7 Inter-Cloud Service Monitoring Concept

BASMATI monitoring collects and provides status information of service of ASP. In addition, the
additional monitoring data required by the ASP should be stored and collected separately.
Mapping table, indicating the VM in which a service is running, is imported from the Application
Server. The imported mapping table has information about the service that each ASP has and
the VM to which the service is connected. Therefore, the service data and the infrastructure
data are synthesized to show information about which VM the service is running as shown in
Figure 7.

3.3 How to show about Inter-Cloud Monitoring Data
Data collected through the Monitoring Collector can be monitored in real time through the
integrated dashboard. It is also possible to access to historical data. The service monitoring can
be more dynamically performed by querying the collected data from 1 second to several
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seconds in real time. Historical data is data with a larger data collection period than real time
(60 seconds, 5 minutes, etc.), as such the data fluctuation is less affected by time.
The dashboard is divided into a platform integrated monitoring environment that the BASMATI
platform administrator can view, and ASP monitoring environment that provides the service
using the BASMATI platform.
Integrated monitoring dashboard, monitoring items for each VM collected in the CSP can be
grouped by CSP. VM resource usage for the VMs deployed in the CSP and the state information
about the applications installed in the VM can also be retrieved. ASP can also group services by
BASMATI platform to monitor specific services. This functionality is provided to ASP.
ASP Monitoring dashboard provides monitoring data from a Service perspective. To provide the
service, it provides the status information of the VMs and information about the application
server installed in the VM, but does not provide information about the CSP in which CSPs the
VMs are operating. ASP that use the BASMATI platform are required to provide state
information for VMs and application servers through the BASMATI platform, and do not need or
need to provide CSP information.

Figure 8 Monitoring Dashboard Example – Innogrid cloud monitoring solution
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4 Requirement
4.1 Relationship between Federation Monitoring and External
Components
Federation Monitoring requires information from external components to monitor information
such as Cloud Service Provider (CSP) and Application Service Provider (ASP). The Cloud
Management Platform registers and manages the CSP and VM information. Therefore, the CMP
should provide the Federation Monitoring with the information of the CSP. When CSP
information is registered, Federation Monitoring generates Monitoring Collector for collecting
CSP information. The Application Repository provides Federation Monitoring with the
information of the ASP and the service provided by the ASP.

Figure 9 Relationship between Federation Monitoring and External Components

4.2 Sequence of Federation Monitoring Agent Install
A description of the federation monitoring agent installation and initialization process when a
VM is reported in the following of this section:
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1. The CMP requests the CSP to create a VM, including a federation monitoring agent
installation script.
2. The CSP creates the VMs.
3. After VM creation, the federation monitoring agent installation script runs.
4. Install and initialize the federation monitoring agent.
4-1. Sends the VM information to the Federation Monitoring module and requests the
collector information.(collector ip/port)
4-2. Complete agent initialization with the received collector information.
5. Start VM monitoring.
5-1. Collect VM Monitoring Data.
5-2. Send Monitoring Data.

4.3 Requirement Collection Method for Federation Monitoring
4.3.1 VM
Federation Monitoring provides an API to receive information about the VM. When the VM is
created, the federation monitoring agent install script calls the API. The federation monitoring
agent can receive the collector address via the API. API can also be used to view information
about VMs currently being monitored externally. Detailed request information is shown in Fig 12.
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Figure 10 VM API Information

4.3.2 VM Monitoring
Federation Monitoring provides an API to receive the VM Monitoring Data. Provides VM
monitoring data for a specific time period. Metric information is shown in Table 1. Detailed
request information is shown in Fig 13.

Figure 11 VM Monitoring API Information
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4.3.3 Alarm
Federation Monitoring provides an API to receive alarm information. The user calls the
corresponding API when the alarm is generated. Detailed request information is shown in Fig 16.
Category Name
Canonical Name
Resource Identifier
Description

Alarm
alarm
alarm_id
describing Alarm

Request Method
Request Description
Request Format:
parameters
alarm_id

GET
getting Alarm's information
type
UUID

Required?
no ( in address )

vm_id

UUID

no ( in address )

Description
Alarm's id and parameters. If not
given, will return all Alarm's.
must not be given a alarm_id

Example

Example Request:
curl "$BASE_URL/federation_monitoring/alarm/e0c54c59-672b-47c6-87c4-ba3a5835aba3/" \
-X GET \
-H "Accept: application/json"
curl "$BASE_URL/federation_monitoring/alarm?vm_id=7e99cc54-c529-4c27-b531-7a785c1df12f" \
-X GET \
-H "Accept: application/json"
Response Format:
parameters
id
alarm_id
vm_id
name
alarm_type

type
integer
UUID
UUID
UUID
UUID

operator
check_cycle
check_count
value

string
float
float
float

description

string

Description

Example

cpu / mem / bytes_in / bytes_out
bytes_read / bytes_written
lt / le / gt / ge
check cycle time : min
threshold count
alarm_type :
cpu , mem : percent
bytes_in, bytes_out : byte
bytes_read, bytes_written : byte

Figure 14 Alarm API Information

5 Conclusion
This report presents the BASMATI approach for situational awareness including the monitoring
method that is exploited for the actual collection of data. The relevant requirements are also
presented for the use of Federation monitoring. A main artifact of the report is the architecture
for situational awareness and mechanism for forecasting resource demand. In this mechanism
the Knowledge Extractor deals with the prediction of the number of users based on a context
recognition model and a unified implementation.
Furthermore, this report presents the BASMATI approach for monitoring the resources and
services in various cloud service provider environments through a cloud broker. This document
describes the structure and method for monitoring the VMs and applications deployed on
different types of cloud service providers. This includes how to install and configure the
monitoring agents and manage the monitoring collector and database within the VM. The
monitoring collector is designed to be managed dynamically according to the resources that are
deployed at the cloud service provider. The Monitor is scalable by design, and designed to
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manage a large set of VMs. It also provides an API for external use of the collected monitoring
data. The APIs enable cloud brokers to make decisions about the deployment of additional
resources and to serve as data for management by cloud service providers.
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